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Photo courtesy of the Veteran Car Club of Great Britain 

Twenty years ago...and a hundred and twenty... 

On  the  morning  of  Sunday  July  9,  1995  a  convoy  of  Victorian motor  cars  arrived  in  the  Market  Place  for  their  
drivers and passengers to be served refreshments from the Willis Museum. They were commemorating the 
centenary of the first recorded drive in this country in a petrol-driven motor car on public roads. This was on July 
5th 1895 when the Hon Evelyn Ellis and his friend Frederick Simms drove from Micheldever to Datchet near 
Windsor. You can learn more about their adventure from our book “The Basingstoke Triumphal Gateway”.  Only a 
few unsold copies are left in the museum shop, so if you haven’t bought yours, act now to avoid disappointment.  

Long-serving staff members Lynn Cooper and Marian Spencer were at work on the day of this rally, and Marian has 
spotted their former colleagues Velma Scase and Tim Evans, the then curator in the photo. 
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‘The Friends’ was founded in 1978 to promote, support and improve the Willis Museum. Meetings are 
held on the third Thursday of the month for ten months in the year, and other events are arranged 

from time to time. Registered Charity no 280406. 

Annual subscription £10, visitor for one meeting £2 

Your Committee: Derek Anthony (Chairman), Ian Williams (Deputy Chairman), Shelagh le Marechal 
(Secretary), Howard Ray (Treasurer and Membership Secretary), Janice Bridgen,  Alistair Craig, John 

Hollands (Publicity and newsletter),  Cathy Williams (Programme Secretary), Jenny Stevens (Curator, ex 
officio) 

Contact us c/o the museum or by email at enquiries@friendsofwillis.hampshire.org.uk 

Newsletter edited, duplicated and distributed by Derek Anthony and John Hollands. 
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Chairman’s Jottings, by Derek Anthony 

Welcome to this spring issue of our Newsletter. 

Firstly,  and most importantly,  it  is  my sad duty to record the deaths of  two of  our members.   Barbara 
Applin, who died on 26th March, had been a member for as long as I can remember.  She was a great help 
whenever the Friends were preparing a publication or organising a display.  Maurice Dyer, who died on 
28th April,  was  an  active  member  and  was  a  great  help  to  me  when,  a  few  years  ago,  he  took  over  as  
treasurer of the Friends.   Both Barbara and Maurice will be greatly missed by their families and many 
friends.  

In the February Newsletter I mentioned the formation of the Hampshire Cultural Trust which has taken 
over Hampshire County Council’s and Winchester City’s responsibilities for Museums and Arts Services.  
You may not have noticed much difference in the Museum itself, apart from the new name appearing at 
the entrance.  However, I can assure you that the management and staff of the Museum have been hard 
at work behind the scenes making sure that the new organisation is a success. 
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I do hope that you were able to visit the Ming exhibition in the Sainsbury Gallery.  What a privilege it was 
to have such a beautiful, large Ming “flask” on loan from the British Museum supplemented by a wide 
variety of items from Hampshire’s own collection.  Do try to visit the current exhibition “Trench Coat: 
From Field to Fashion” – a very different but none-the-less fascinating show which ends on 31st May. 

By the time this Newsletter goes to print we will have held the skittles evening but the summer outing to 
Aldershot  to  see  the  Wellington  Statue  and  the  Royal  Garrison  Church  on  Saturday  11th July is still to 
come.  More details and a chance to sign up for the trip will be available soon. 

In the February Newsletter our treasurer, Howard Ray, explained that our membership had increased to 
94 during 2014.  I am very pleased to tell you that new members have continued to sign up and our 
current membership stands at 99.  Memberships will become renewable on 1st July and you will receive a 
renewal letter and form during June.  We do hope that you have enjoyed the last 12 months of meetings 
and events and will wish to renew your membership.  Subscriptions remain at £10 per person per year. 

Finally, I would like to mention the fact that committee members, Alistair Craig, Howard Ray and Cathy 
Williams are working hard to update and upgrade the Friends of the Willis Museum website.  We hope 
that the new website will be more attractive, more useful and will appeal to younger potential Friends in 
addition to our current members.    

 

The All Saints Church Centenary, by Cathy Williams 

 

All Saints Church will be open all day on July 4th (and on 5th if enough support) as this is the centenary of 
the laying of the Foundation stone for the building and they would like to invite anyone with memories 
of the church to visit then and share their memories as well as find out about other memories. 
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The church was dedicated in 1917, replacing a temporary iron hut of 1902. Built to the design of Temple 
Moore it ranks among his major achievements.  

The following details are taken from its listing as a Grade II listed building. 

It is generally of perpendicular style; nave and aisles of 4 bays with westward ½ bay with aisle ends 
screened off as porches; chancel of 4 bays (narrowing eastwards) in north aisle extended as an eastern 
chapel, and south side having an aisle corridor with access to vestries. Above the aisle on the south side of 
the western bay of the chancel is a massive tower. The steep red tile roof continues across nave and 
chancel but the aisle roofs are of low pitched slate. Walling in Bath stone, irregularly coursed ashlar, with 
prominent end buttresses, cill band to aisles, and plinth. The east and west windows are large with 
decorated tracery; the large clerestory windows have single tracery within triangular heads, aisles and 
vestry have small coupled lights. The tower is a prominent feature, with plain walling and small openings, 
a ½ octagonal stair turret, crenelated parapet and a shingle-covered pyramid roof in 2 stages. Within, the 
nave and chancel have delicate mouldings, but the aisles have coupled windows above brick walling (with 
arched recesses) set within coupled arches with shorter interior curves resting on bold brackets. The 
easternmost chancel bay is separated by a stone altar screen with a small doorway on each side, with the 
upper part masked by wooden panelling within an arcade (of 13 units), painted with figures of Christ and 
the 12 Apostles. The church is complete, with wrought-iron screens, chair stalls, east and side chapels and 
a font. The ceiling is barrel-vaulted in timber, with panels, the bays being marked by tie-beams on curved 
brackets 

In recent years there have been many additions including windows designed by Cecil Collins and made by 
Patrick Reyntiens, and the head of Christ by Dame Elizabeth Frink.  

All Saints' is unique in the world for it has a diatonic ring of nine bells hung for English change ringing; 
there are other churches with nine bells, but these do not form a "true" major scale. 

The tower stands on the south east side of the church, and also contains the organ directly beneath the 
ringing chamber. The nine bells are contemporary with the church, and were donated by Lieut. Col. John 
May a great benefactor to Basingstoke - a fact recorded by a brass plaque in the memorial chapel at the 
base of the tower. 

The bells were cast in 1916 for All Saints' by Mears & Stainbank of London (now the Whitechapel 
Bellfoundry). The tenor was 3' 6¾" in diameter and weighed over 11 cwt. The original records at Mears & 
Stainbank show that Col May paid for the bells and that The Revd W Boustead placed the order for a 
"ring of eight bells with the note above". The bells cost £444 and with the frame, equipment and fitting 
the final bill was £696. The bells were re-hung on ball bearings in 1980 by Eayre and Smith, and again in 
2000 by the Whitechapel foundry when they were tuned. 

Quakers in North Hampshire: putting the record straighter, by Ken Smallbone 

I read with interest “Quakers in North Hampshire: putting the record straight”, in the February 
newsletter, written jointly by Susan Hawkins and John Hollands. Reference was made here to my book, 
James Potter, Quaker: a record of dissent in the 17th and  18th centuries. It appeared that as a Quaker 
herself Susan was disappointed that James Potter was not among the subjects covered in my talk to the 
Friends, “Confessions of a genealogist”, whilst Bob Clarke’s talk “The false Messiah of Overton” had not 
shown local Quakers in a good light, leaving her anxious to present a positive view of them. I wish to 
thank Susan and John most sincerely for bringing to our attention the debt that we owe to such 
dissenting  communities  as  the  Quakers  –  or  “Friends”  as  they  prefer  to  be  called,  without  whom  this  
would be a much darker world, but I am also concerned that there are  several historical inaccuracies in 
this article. As none of them occur in my book, I too feel obliged to “put the record straight”.  
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First, I did not state in the book that George Fox had come to Basingstoke twice in the 17th century. On p 
43 I wrote: “It was in 1657 that George Fox made his first and only visit to Basingstoke.” Secondly, James 
Potter was not my forebear; his brother Richard Potter was my 7 x great-grandfather. 

Thirdly, James Potter did not own Brown’s Farm (known then as ‘Potter’s’), for it was a copyhold estate 
of the Manor of Manydown, under the Dean and Chapter of Winchester Cathedral, who were the actual 
landowners. In fact, James was the youngest son of Matthias Potter, and it was his elder brother Richard 
Potter who was the copyhold tenant there. James later became the first life (copyholder) of the estate on 
the opposite side of the road (now Baughurst House). 

The following statement (based, I have been told, on a secondary source seen by John) is most curious: 
“A claim was then made against his brother Richard. He was also a Quaker, but had paid tithes on his 
own behalf in order to maintain his freedom in the Quaker cause.” This was NEVER stated in my book. 
Richard Potter, as an ardent Quaker and strong supporter of his brother, absolutely refused to pay tithes, 
and thus suffered constant raids on his farm from the rectors’ men, who took excessively more in goods 
than should have been distrained in value for tithes. Richard never suffered imprisonment probably 
because the lands he farmed belonged to another ecclesiastical authority – the Dean and Chapter – and, 
furthermore, it was not in the rectors’ real interests to imprison him. While he remained free to farm, 
this would allow regular incursions onto his farm in order to steal away valuable items and livestock. 
Many Anglican priests actually made a fortune in this way and would undoubtedly have even encouraged 
nonconformists to settle in their parishes. William Woodward, rector of Baughurst, became wealthy 
enough to purchase Browning Hill House (now known as Stratton Manor), the lands of which were 
spread over four parishes. 

The article refers to two surviving Quaker meeting houses used in succession in Baughurst; in fact there 
were three:  Baughurst House was used after Brown’s Farm and before Rose Cottage. Furthermore there 
actually is a trace of a Quaker burial ground at Brown’s Farm. It lies behind the yew hedge, and can be 
seen as a raised flat-topped portion of the garden. However I don’t encourage spectators, as it must be 
remembered that this is private property, and should be respected as such. 

Despite the inaccuracies mentioned above, however, it is perhaps Susan’s underlying message that is the 
most important feature here, and I don’t particularly like “shooting the messengers”, yet (and this must 
be  emphasised)  there  was  a  definite  need  to  put  the  record  straight.  Historical  fact  must  always  be  
allowed to supersede historical fiction (alias ‘popular  history’)  or  otherwise  the  latter  will  become  
indelibly imprinted upon a society’s consciousness, and one would eventually not be able to differentiate 
between the two. We only have to look at the runaway success of such films as Braveheart and its ilk to 
reveal how historical fact can be excessively abused in order to create popular myths within the public 
mind. I hope I have now put the record straight here, and once again wish to thank Susan for bringing the 
subject to the attention of others. 

German war graves at Worting Road Cemetery, Basingstoke, by Geoff Palmer 

Some may think I am morbid but I have always been fascinated with churchyards and cemeteries.  I think 
gravestones and memorials are a public and accessible resource of social history. But it was not until 
about 18 months ago that I started wandering around and exploring Basingstoke’s Cemetery in Worting 
Road. 

Entering the cemetery by main gate in Worting Road, walk towards the cross, to your left, and, sheltered 
by a beech hedge you will see a section of well-maintained war graves. The grass is immaculately 
manicured with not a weed in sight. The 71 Portland stone headstones stand in straight lines each with a 
small cultivated patch of garden containing small shrubs, spring bulbs or summer roses.  
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About 26 headstones have regimental badges of British 
regiments: two have the anchor of the Royal Navy and six 
the RAF badge. There are 19 with the Canadian Maple Leaf 
dating from WW1. 

At  the  back,  just  above  the  noisy  Ring  Road  there  are  18  
headstones all with the symbol of the basalt (a) cross.  At 
first I thought they were Polish graves but on looking 
further I realised that they were memorials to German 
Soldiers. The inscriptions on the headstones give just the 
minimum of information with no ranks or regiments and in 
one or two cases just a surname and initial. The earliest 
grave dates from August 1944, the last from April 1945. 

Why were 18 German soldiers buried in Basingstoke?  I 
knew  that  there  was  a  German  Prisoner  of  War  Depot  in  
Winchester Road, about where Homebase now stands. 
Was it  likely  that  18 German POWs died there? The dates 
of their deaths gave me a possible solution: They all died 
after D Day. I found some answers on the internet and 
more from one of our excellent local history books. 

The German equivalent of The Commonwealth War Graves 
Commission is Volksbund Deutsche Kreigsgrabefursorge.[Translation]  Their website gave me more 
details of the German casualties; for several of them there is the note, ‘died in hospital’. I knew that Park 
Prewett Hospital was a military hospital from 1940 and that Sir Harold Gillies and his team did pioneering 
work with plastic surgery there. 

I then looked in Taking the Pulse of Basingstoke edited by Barbara Applin and published by BAHS. This 
contains  many  quotes  from  The  Basingstoke  Oral  History  Project.  The  section  most  relevant  to  my  
research was a transcript of an interview of Susan Richmond who was secretary to the Medical 
Superintendent at Park Prewett in 1944-5. She recalled that in 1944 Park Prewett was the first transit 
hospital from the Normandy beachheads. There were plans to bring the wounded by rail from 
Southampton, but more were transported in fleets of ambulances driven by ‘Fanys’ (b).  

‘They all came in higgledy-piggledy: Germans and English, there were no guards, they were just put in the 
ambulance and those who could walk hobbled in.... 

The Germans either stayed and were treated or went into camps. They looked a bit scared because they 
couldn’t believe that they could just come in like this. They were just treated as patients. And, of course 
they couldn’t speak English which was quite difficult and very few people could speak German.’ 

During my research into these graves I have been impressed by the feelings of reconciliation and 
compassion shown to these soldiers. As Susan Richmond said, there was no distinction made between 
German and British soldiers apart from the language difference. These 18 men, and boys, were treated 
for their wounds and made as comfortable as possible for several months, in some cases, before they 
died. In death they were treated as honourably as any other, and this continues, seventy years later, in a 
well-maintained ‘part of a foreign field’. 

NOTES (a) Basalt crosses are traditional German crosses found on memorials and graves. They were used 
in poorer communities, as the natural igneous stone was quite common and inexpensive. The arms and 
top of the cross are shorter than in a traditional shape. (b) Fanys: The First Aid Nursing Yeomanry, also 
known as The Princess Royal’s Volunteer Corps, is an all-female charity founded in 1907, originally, as a 
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first aid link between field hospitals and the wounded. In 1938 the charity formed the Women’s 
Transport Service and provided ambulance drivers, wireless telegraphers and other war workers. Later in 
the war some became involved in the Special Operations Executive and thus in espionage.                                   

GERMAN WAR GRAVES AT WORTING ROAD CEMETERY BASINGSTOKE 

PLOT RANK  FIRST NAMES SURNAME  
Alternative 
spelling 

BORN BIRTHPLACE DIED 
(BMD index ref) 

AGE 

A71  Hans BARTH 04/09/1920  15/10/1944 
(2c 264)  

24yrs 1 
month 

A 22 Sergeant Willi Paul  BANKOWSKI 
Bankowsky 

30/08/1902 Brieg 25/09/1944 
Hospital 
(2c 269) 

42 yrs 

 A43 Obergrenadier Walter BERGER 17/12/1925 Grunwettersbach 27/08/1944 
(2c 260) 

18yrs 7 
months 

A46  Felix BUCHLER 
Bucheler 

1926  Aug 1944 
(2c 261) 

18 yrs 

A66  Alfred  GRUBERT 1915  Q1 1945 
(2c  345) 

30 yrs 

A42 Upper Pioneer Walter HERRMAN 
 

11/06/1925 Bremen 28/08/1944 
In hospital 
(2c  261) 

19yrs 2 
months 

A44  Erhard KIND 20/01/1906  07/09/1944 
 
(2c 263) 

38 yrs 6 
months 

A 41 Private Karl LOIBL 25/01/1907 Eglhausen 14/08/1944 
In hospital 
(2c 256) 

37 yrs 6 
months 

A 95 Stabsgefreiter Wilhelm MUELLER 23/11/1913 Bremen 15/04/1945 
In hospital 
( not found) 

31yrs 4 
months 

A65 Corporal Gunter RADECKE 03/11/1922 Cottbus 11/03/1945 
In hospital 
(2c 359) 

22yrs 4 
months 

A23  R SCHLEDLAIG   Not found  
A40 Obergrenadier Artur SCHATTKOWSKI 

Szattkowski 
20/10/1925 Heath 13/08/1944 

In hospital 
(2c 255) 

18yrs 4 
months 

A70 Corporal Anton SIEBEL 02/01/1923 Geimersheim 
Bavaria 

18/10/1944 
In hospital 
(2c 266) 

21yrs 9 
months 

A64  Bernhard SITTKO 09/08/ 1925  20/03/1945 
(2c 263) 

19yrs 7 
months 

A45 Corporal Carl Georg 
August 

SUSCHLAF 11/04/1912  21/10/1944 
Basingstoke 
(2c 267) 

32yrs 6 
months 

A68  Werner  TAUBNECH 1921  27/11/1944 
(2c 278) 

23 years 

A67  Nicholai WASSILIEFF C 1882  Q4 1944 
(2c 284) 

62 years 

A47 Corporal Otto WOLF 08/02/1902 Kordorf 13/10/1944 
In hospital 
(2c 264) 

42yrs 8 
months 

 

      Notes on the table: I obtained the information from the graves themselves, from two family history websites: 
findmypast and FreeBMD, and from Volksbund Deutsche Kreigsgrabefursorge.      All the deaths apart from one soldier, R 
SCHLEDLAIG were registered in Basingstoke. It would be possible to apply for copies of the death certificates, but as the 
cost is prohibitive I have not done so.  The youngest soldiers were 18 and the oldest, according to the BMD index, was 62. I 
could not find any records for R Schledlaig in spite of trying different spellings of his name. His headstone just bears his 
name with no dates for birth or death. His grave is the first in this section of the cemetery, by the boundary hedge. Could it 
be because he died in transit that so little is known?  
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The Kempshott History Group 

Geoff  Palmer  has  asked  us  to  draw  your  attention  to  the  existence  of  this  group.  If  you  have  access  to  the  
internet we recommend a visit to its excellent website (https://sites.google.com /site/kempshotthistorygroup). 
Here you can find a “Kempshott Timeline”, interesting illustrated articles on Kempshott’s history, details of 
current research by group members, (to which you are invited to contribute), and information about the group 
itself and its open meetings; these are held on the first Friday afternoon 2.30 – 4.30 pm of alternate months at 
the  Kempshott  Village  Hall  in  Pack  Lane  (admission  £2;  next  meeting  in  July).   Details  of  upcoming  meetings  
appear on this website and in Kempshott Kourier, and you can contact the group by phone on 01256 470171 or 
by email on kempshotthistorygroup@sky.com, (or you could ask Geoff).  “You may think there is nothing much 
to  say  about  Kempshott,”  the  website’s  Home  Page  tells  us,  “but  how  wrong  you  would  be!  You  will  be  
amazed… 

Willis Museum Exhibitions then and now, by Barbara Applin 

Editor’s note:  You will have read in the Chairman’s Jottings that Barbara very sadly and unexpectedly passed 
away before we could print this article.  Typically she sent it in response to an appeal for more material when it 
was running short. Wearing my resources room archivist’s hat, I would also like to mention how often Barbara 
has helped me reply to difficult historical queries. As an expert historian and author herself she gave much advice 
too with our book The Basingstoke Triumphal Gateway for which I wrote the text, and her input into our 
exhibition on the Morris Singer Foundry was also considerable. As I write this is now at the Hampshire Record 
Office, where visitors can hear a selection of recorded interviews with foundry workers that Barbara organised 
and edited. These are some of the reasons why I personally, will, like so many others, miss Barbara very much, 
but, above all, I shall miss her as a lovely lady whom it has been my pleasure and privilege to know. We are 
printing this with the kind permission of Barbara’s husband, Bob, who ,I am pleased to report,  will be carrying on 
her  work,  and  in  our  next  issue  we  hope  to  reprint  a  longer  tribute  that  Mary  Oliver  wrote  for  the  BAHS  
newsletter.                           John Hollands.                                                                                               

Looking at the range of exhibitions to be seen at the Willis now – the professional exhibitions in the Sainsbury 
Gallery, produced at Chilcomb, or on loan, and the locally-produced efforts upstairs – reminds me of my time as 
Assistant Curator at the Willis, long ago,  in the late 1960s! 

We were still in the old building that had been the Mechanics’ Institute in New Street, with the library 
downstairs and the museum upstairs. “Fred” (the Roman skeleton from Winklebury) was in his Bath stone coffin 
at the foot of the stairs. It was much too heavy to be taken up to the museum and they had needed to borrow a 

Lansing Bagnalls fork-lift truck to get it in at all.  

Left: An enquiring mind in action:  Barbara converses 
with  a  Morris  Singer  Foundry  staff  member  at  a  
reception during our Bronzes for the World 
exhibition last year. 

When  I  came  for  the  job  interview  I  was  
tremendously impressed by the “in-house” 
exhibition “Anatomy of a Phoenix” which showed 
many items recovered during demolition for 
Basingstoke’s London overspill redevelopment. 
Mary  Oliver  (then  Atkinson)  had  a  lot  to  do  with  
that, both recovering items and displaying them. I 
don’t think I ever quite lived up to her example!  

Once I did start the job, having to spend most of 
my days in rescue excavation on various building 
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sites,  there  was  very  little  time  for  working  on  displays,  so  I  had  to  dash  in  and  put  out  the  latest  finds  or  
whatever, and make up some quick captions with Letraset or cork lettering. I had the greatest difficulty in 
putting them on straight. (Later on I was able to type up captions, but wouldn’t it have been helpful to have had 
a computer!) 

We had a rolling programme of loan exhibitions from the Victoria & Albert Museum. Because the museum was 
upstairs, the packing cases all had to be unpacked at the foot of the stairs and the pictures or whatever else the 
cases contained carried carefully up. Needless to say, I had to keep getting up to let through people wanting to 
change library books – having Fred in his coffin there gave very little space. 

The exhibitions from the V & A were quite varied and fun to unpack. One I shall never forget was of “Op Art” 
pictures.  Anyone who has seen me on a stepladder knows that‘s not my favourite position, and hanging 
pictures was always a challenge. It was even worse with that exhibition! Sometimes it was difficult to tell which 
way up the weird designs should go, and if I looked at them while on the ladder the jaggedy/unevenly-
striped/asymmetric patterns made my head spin! 

More recently Bob and I have helped to put up the exhibition on the history of St Michael’s – I carefully stayed 
footing  the  ladder  that  time!  –  and  Basingstoke  Talking  History  has  provided  material  for  the  Morris  Singer  
exhibition (Congratulations to the Friends for that one!)  Let’s hope there will be many more locally-produced 
exhibitions,  though  it  is  a  pity  that  the  powers-that-be  at  Chilcomb  have  to  charge  for  the  use  of  cases  etc.  
Maybe the new Cultural Trust will be more helpful. 

The Photographic Atlas of England: would you like to own a copy? 

The Friends were recently given a pristine copy of this huge 800 page Atlas (Harper Collins, 2001) which shows 
every square inch of England (not Wales and Scotland) photographed from high above our country. The Atlas 
combines the vertical aerial photography of Getmapping.com, creator of the Millennium Map, with Collins 
renowned road atlas that covers the whole of the country in unprecedented detail. However well you think you 
know parts of our Country close inspection of these pages rewards you with some amazing insights into the 
fabric of the landscape and our cities, which are invisible from the ground. The Atlas measures a staggering 18” 
x 12” x2”and comes with a sturdy carry case. 

Having ascertained that second hand copies of this Atlas in this condition sell for between £50 and £100 over 
the Internet it has been decided that we should make every effort to optimise the amount realised from this 
generous donation. It has therefore been decided to sell it to the “Friend” who is willing to pay the highest 

amount (subject to a still to be agreed 
reserve), for the benefit of the Friend’s 
funds. This is likely to be on a sealed bids 
basis.  

In order that we can obtain a view of the 
likely interest there might be from 
Friends in acquiring this Atlas we will be 
making it available for examination at the 
June monthly meeting. We would ask all 
those willing to consider paying at least 
£15.00  to  acquire  the  Atlas  to  contact  
our Treasurer, Howard Ray (01256 
473947 – h.ray@virgin.net). Once we 
have determined the level of interest we 
will inform all interested parties of the 
procedure for finalising a sale.     
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A tale of two donations chests, by Howard Ray 

                    

 

When visiting the wonderful Culloden Battlefield & Visitor Centre  my eye was drawn to their Donation Chest 
located in the Entrance Lobby (above left).  My first reaction was that it was the twin of ours (above 
right).    

Since returning home I have been in correspondence with their Admissions and Membership Manager. 

She tells me that they understand that the chest is a replica based on those used during the Darien 
Scheme. The Darien scheme was an attempt by Scotland in the late 1690s to become more prominent in 
the world trading market by setting up a colony, supposedly to be called ‘Caledonia’ in the Gulf of Darien. 
The scheme was backed by many and it is said that a quarter of the wealth of Scotland was put into the 
scheme. The chest would have held money and documents for the Company of Scotland who backed the 
Darien scheme. Unfortunately the scheme was unsuccessful mainly due to over ambitious trading 
prospects and tropical sickness and resulted in many men losing a large part of their fortune and facing 
financial ruin.  

The dimensions of our two donation chests appeared identical, though a careful comparison of 
measurements indicates that theirs is in fact slightly longer and deeper. However my contact tells me 
that the replica is quite a bit smaller than the original which is now in the Royal Museum in Edinburgh. 

The eagle-eyed amongst you will also spot that the pattern on the lock plate is different from that on 
ours. Theirs appears to show mermaids, which now makes them believe it was possibly designed as a 
ships chest. Images of the original Darien chest they have found don’t seem to show the original lock 
plate so the origins of both our chests are now a matter of conjecture. 

Do any members know anything more about the history of our Chest?  
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What’s on at the Willis, May to September 2015 

Important note: Apart from the Drop-in activities all workshop events must be booked in advance, and all 
children must be accompanied by a responsible adult (for whom there is no charge). To make a 
booking call in or phone 01256 465902 during opening hours. 

Now until 30 May, last few days.  Trench Coat, Sainsbury Gallery, How a World War I Burberry military 
coat evolved into a present day fashion icon.  

Now until 20 June, Art by pupils of Fairfields Junior School, Basingstoke Gallery,  

Thu 28 May. Felt making family workshop, £7 per child. 

6 Jun to 2 Aug, Dinosaurs in your garden, Sainsbury Gallery. Discover how dinosaurs evolved into modern 
birds! A National Museum of Wales exhibition with supplementary material from other lenders. Part of 
Dinofest 2015.  www.dinofest2015.co.uk 

Thu  18  Jun  7.30  pm,  Friends’  event:   Researching the fallen of Basingstoke, Archaeology Gallery, by 
David Stewart; David has researched the stories of the 233 men commemorated on the Basingstoke War 
Memorial as having died in the Great War. Free to Friends, visitors £2. Visitors must pre-book. 

Sat 20 Jun, 11 am – 3 pm, Every picture tells a story. Masterclass with artist Ronnie Ireland. Bring some 
of your favourite writing as a basis for pictures. Adults £25, concessions £18.75. Take a lunch. 

27 Jun to 1 Aug, Thread, colour, stitch, Basingstoke Gallery. This very varied exhibition by the Basingstoke 
Branch of the Embroiderers’ Guild will feature a wall hanging depicting key features of the borough in 
Victorian times – a recent commission from the Mayor.  

Thu 6 Jul, Still life stories, Drawing master class with Ronnie Ireland. Follow in the footsteps of famous 
artists and create your own still life pictures. Adults £25, concessions £18.75. Take a lunch. 

Sat 11 Jul, 10.30 – 12.30 and 1.30 to 3.30, Clay dinosaurs: family clay workshop. Join potter Lucy Burley 
to make your own dinosaur to take away.  £7 per child. (Dinofest event). 

Thu 16 Jul, 1.30 to 3.30. Pop-up book masterclass, with author, illustrator and pop-up book designer Paul 
Strickland. For ages 16+ £15   

Thu 16 Jul, 7.30 pm, Friends’ event: The Victorian defences of Portsmouth, Archaeology Gallery, by 
Michael Forrest, a talk on the purpose, construction and history of the forts to enhance visits to that city. 
Free to Friends, visitors £2.00. Visitors must pre-book. 

Sat 18 Jul, 10.30 – 12.30 and 1.30 – 3.30, Dinosaur themed movie making family workshop. Use 
modelling materials to create characters, and use laptops and cameras to see them come alive in 
animated scenes. £15 per child. (Dinofest event).  

Sat 25 Jul, 10.30 – 12.30 and 1.30 -3.30, Brilliant bendy dinosaurs, family workshop. Create your own 
fabulous dinosaur sculpture to take home.  £7 per child. (Dinofest event).  

Fri 31 Jul, 11 am – 3 pm DinoHats! family drop-in. Create your own dinosaur hat! £3 per hat.  (Dinofest 
event)  
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8  Aug  to  12  Sep,  Kim Onslow paintings and drawings, Basingstoke Gallery. Work  by  a  local  artist  in  a  
range of media, including on-going work, and “Apple series” depicting movement and change that occurs 
in an apple over time.  

15 Aug to 31 Oct, Wildlife photographer of the year, Sainsbury Gallery. We welcome another spectacular 
and world renowned annual exhibition of 100 amazing images. . 

Wed 15 Aug, 11 am – 3 pm, Wildlife encounters family drop-in. Find out more about Britain’s wildlife by 
examining specimens from Hampshire Museums’ natural science collection. Free. 

Wed, 26 Aug, 11 am – 3 pm, Wildlife creations family drop-in. Make your own wildlife creation. 

Thu 17 Sep, 7.30 pm Friends’ event: The  Battle  of  Britain  over  Basingstoke,  Archaeology Gallery. 
Illustrated talk by Dr John Smith, using a flip chart and models of aircraft. Free to Friends, visitors £2. 00. 
Visitors must pre-book. 

19 Sep to 24 Oct, Caught in the Act, Basingstoke Gallery, works by local artist Lee-Anne Hampson. 

Tailpiece: seen on Runnymede Island 

Inspired by Dr Alex Armstrong’s enthralling talk to the Friends about Magna Carta, Wendy and Howard 
Ray paid a recent visit to Runnymede Island, where Wendy took this photo of a memorial to John F 
Kennedy. The spot was no doubt chosen because of the significance Americans attach to Magna Carta as 
a forerunner of the Constitution of the United States. 

 

 


